Desynchronization of Cartesian k-space sampling and periodic motion for improved retrospectively self-gated 3D lung MRI using quasi-random numbers.
To demonstrate that desynchronization between Cartesian k-space sampling and periodic motion in free-breathing lung MRI improves the robustness and efficiency of retrospective respiratory self-gating. Desynchronization was accomplished by reordering the phase (ky ) and partition (kz ) encoding of a three-dimensional FLASH sequence according to two-dimensional, quasi-random (QR) numbers. For retrospective respiratory self-gating, the k-space center signal (DC signal) was acquired separately after each encoded k-space line. QR sampling results in a uniform distribution of k-space lines after gating. Missing lines resulting from the gating process were reconstructed using iterative GRAPPA. Volunteer measurements were performed to compare quasi-random with conventional sampling. Patient measurements were performed to demonstrate the feasibility of QR sampling in a clinical setting. The uniformly sampled k-space after retrospective gating allows for a more stable iterative GRAPPA reconstruction and improved ghost artifact reduction compared with conventional sampling. It is shown that this stability can either be used to reduce the total scan time or to reconstruct artifact-free data sets in different respiratory phases, both resulting in an improved efficiency of retrospective respiratory self-gating. QR sampling leads to desynchronization between repeated data acquisition and periodic respiratory motion. This results in an improved motion artifact reduction in shorter scan time. Magn Reson Med 77:787-793, 2017. © 2016 International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine.